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Chapter 12

The Muslim community is theocratic — Religious law, inflexible and immutable, regulates its institutions as well as individual 
conduct — Legislation-Education-Government — The position of women — Commerce — Property — No originality in Muslim 
institutions — The Arab has imitated and distorted — In his manifestations of intellectual activity he appears to be paralytic, and 
since he has impregnated Islam with his inertia, the nations who have adopted this religion are stricken with the same sterility — 
All Muslims, whatever their ethnic origin, think and act like a Bedouin barbarian of the time of Mohammed.

HAVING studied the history of the Arab Empire and penetrated the causes of its decline and fall, we are in a better position to 
understand the psychology of the Muslim or rather that deformation that has come about through Arab influence, with Islam as its 
instrument, in every individual who has adopted this religion.

The Muslim community is theocratic; everything in it is regulated by religious law, the most trivial actions of the individual as well as 
its institutions. God is the supreme master. Knowledge is not considered to be a means of knowing Him better, or of serving Him 
more intelligently. Human intelligence and human activity have no other object than to glorify Him. The individual is brought to this 
conception by a whole network of measures and enactments woven by the doctors of the faith in the second century of the 
Hegira.

Ibn-Khaldoun says in his Prolegomena that one of the distinctive marks of Muslim civilization is the practice of teaching the Koran 
to young children. He might have added that the teaching of the Holy Book, to the exclusion of all else, constitutes the curriculum 
of primary, secondary, and higher studies. God being the dispenser of all good things, everything is brought back to Him — 
science, the arts, and all manifestations of human activity. To know His word is the sole preoccupation of the faithful; but the 
Koran is written in a dead language that a Muslim cannot understand without special study; and so, to simplify the task, he has had 
to be content with reading the sacred text without seeking to understand it, To read well, to pronounce the words correctly, there 
you have the whole scibile [sibyl? scylla?] of the nations of Islam.(1)

(1) Sawas Pasha, Étude sur le Droit Musulman

Moreover, it would be of no service to a believer to be able to understand the divine word, since he is not allowed to interpret it, 
nor to take it as his rule of conduct by applying it to current events. The interpretation of the Koran has been fixed once for all by 
the orthodox commentators; this interpretation is final, and no Muslim may modify it under penalty of apostasy. This formal and 
irrevocable prohibition shuts the Mohammedan nations off from all progress. 

Executed at a barbarous epoch, the orthodox interpretation has for a long time past fallen short of the progress in every domain 
realized by civilized nations; the world has evolved, but the true believer, entangled in a net of obsolete texts, cannot follow this 
evolution. In the midst of modern States he remains a man of the Middle Ages. 

To convince oneself of this it is only necessary to make a cursory examination of the various institutions of the Islamic community. 

Legislation — The Koran is, in principle, the source from which the Muslims have drawn their inspiration; but Mohammed had 
neither the time, nor possibly even the intention of establishing an exact doctrine settled in all its details. 

In his anxiety to attract followers, he tried his best to please everybody. He was a diplomat and a tribune rather than a legislator. 
According to circumstances, he expressed an opinion or a theory which he had no hesitation in repealing on the following day, if 
the interest of the moment demanded it.

Again, the Koran contains commandments so contradictory that it would be difficult to extract any precise rules of conduct from 
it, beyond the recognition of the unity of God and the mission of His Messenger. In this way Mohammed at one time declared that 



Christians and Jews, people of the Book, were to be respected for the same reason as Muslims; and at another time that they 
were to be exterminated without mercy. This is but one example of his contradictions; many others might be quoted.

The consequence is that the Koran is a singularly confused code, and that the successors of the Prophet, charged with its 
application, were sometimes very much embarrassed. The more scrupulous of them surrounded themselves with counselors 
chosen from among those who had lived on intimate terms with the Messenger of God and were supposed to know his mind. 
Others acted on the inspiration of the moment, often enough according to their own good will and pleasure. But when the tide of 
Arab conquest had extended the Empire, the Caliph, finding it a physical impossibility to dispense justice by himself unaided, had 
to delegate his powers, and as it would be dangerous to leave each of these delegates at liberty to interpret the sacred texts for 
himself, the necessity of drawing up a code sufficiently precise for their use was recognized. (2)

(2) Seignette, Introduction à la tradition de Khalil

The work roughly drafted by the earlier Caliphs and continued after them in different parts of the Empire, was finished by certain 
jurisconsults [councillors in law] who were the founders of the four orthodox rites: Malekite, Hanefite, Chafeite, and Hanbalite. 
The work of each of the four interpreters of the Koran, conceived on the same principles, is a sort of compilation of very diverse 
texts. These are:

— 1. The commandments of the Koran. 

— 2. The sayings of the Prophet, recorded by his early companions. The word of God (Koran), and the conduct of his Envoy 
(Sounnet), are the chief sources of Muslim law. The divine word was communicated by the angel of the Lord to Mohammed, and 
by him transmitted to men, in terms identical with those the angel had used and which the Elect of the Most High (Moustafa) had 
faithfully preserved in his memory. The conduct of the Prophet is similarly the result of divine inspiration, direct and immediate; it 
comprises the sayings, the actions, and the approbations, explicit or tacit, of the founder of Islam. God and the Prophet are the 
Muslim legislators; their legislation is, according to the sanctioned phrase, a precious gift of Heaven. (3)

(3) Sawas Pasha, op. cit.

But the commandments of God (Koran) and those of the Prophet (Sounnet) were not sufficient to meet all cases; it was, 
therefore, necessary to complete them. 

The jurisconsults [religious lawyers], incapable of accomplishing this work by drawing from their own inner consciousness, sought 
elsewhere the inspiration they lacked. The sources from which they drew are known: -

— 3. Roman Law, which was in force in the majority of the newly conquered countries — Syria, Egypt, and Maghreb. But in 
adopting these laws, the Arabs distorted them to such an extent that their original signification was lost;

— 4. Pre-Islamic customs which, while not condemned by the Koran, were considered as approved; and others which had been 
modified by the Prophet without having been abolished;

— 5. The Old Testament, for the commandments relating to murder and adultery; (4) 

(4) S. Levy, Moïse, Jésus, Mahomet

— 6. Judgments delivered by the Caliphs in accordance with the Koran. 

According to the orthodox commentators who fixed the doctrine, legislation is the acquaintance of man with his rights and duties. 
This knowledge is obtained by study of the science of law which comprises both philosophy and morals


